Evaluation of accelerated, forced-convection cooling methods for sinter-hardening of low-alloy steels
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Abstract

The success of sinter-hardening depends on cooling rate (CR) achieved in the forced-convection zone, and if that rate is limited, steel powders used must contain elevated levels of expensive alloying additions for enhancing hardenability. Apart from lowering material cost, accelerated CR may result in reduced dimensional distortion (due to reduced hardenability of lean alloys used) and a shortened furnace footprint, if a more effective cooling system complements the conventional, blower/water heat exchanger unit. Focused on maximizing CR, lab and production-scale test studies were undertaken to explore the quenching and transformation hardening capacity of cryogenic as well as high-velocity gas jets impinging on the surface of sintered, low-alloy gears kept at austenitic temperature. Oil and liquid nitrogen bath quenching were used as a benchmark. This paper outlines the lab and field test results evaluated in terms of CRs measured, apparent hardness, distortion, and microstructure.

Introduction

Sinter-hardening is a well-established commercial technology combining sintering and forced-convection gas quenching of martensitic steels in one continuously processing furnace. It is valued for its cleanliness and process integration that, eventually, translate into reduced operating and capital costs. However, the quenching rates of the atmospheric-pressure, forced convection cooling systems used in typical sintering furnaces are limited if compared to the conventional oil bath quenching, and this creates an issue when considering sinter-hardening of lower-cost, lean-alloyed powder metallurgy (PM) steels. Production and processing of lean-alloy steel parts, with shipments directed largely to the automotive industries, is presently a hot industrial topic, and several industrial research groups and companies explore a partial or complete substitution of expensive molybdenum and nickel with a combination of chromium, manganese, and silicon and with carbon adjustments\(^1\)\(^-\)\(^8\). Such substitutions necessitate improved powder processing techniques because the reactivity of Mn and/or Cr exceeds that of Mo and/or Ni, and the compressibility of Mn and/or Cr alloyed powders is typically lower. Nitrogen-hydrogen rather than endothermic sintering atmospheres provide a remedy to the first problem. The lean-alloyed steels are also less hardenable, which lessens the problem of thermal distortion during quenching, but may result in an unacceptable drop in the strength and wear resistance of the product. Consequently, new and more effective convection cooling systems are required for maximizing martensitic transformation during quenching by increasing the cooling rate. Reported gas quenching studies\(^9\)\(^-\)\(^11\) offered a starting framework. Two heat transfer mechanisms are involved in the quenching of just sintered parts on their entry into the convective cooling system: radiative cooling that scales with part temperature to the fourth power, i.e., becomes less significant at lower temperatures, and the Newton’s law-based convective cooling:

\[
\frac{dQ}{dt} = h A (T(t) - T_{\text{coolant}})
\]

where: \(Q\) is the thermal energy transferring from the hot part to the surrounding coolant, \(h\) is the heat transfer coefficient produced at the interface between the part surface and the cooling medium, \(A\) is the contact surface area between the part and the cooling medium, \(T\) is a time-dependent temperature of the part (or at least its surface), and \(T_{\text{coolant}}\) is the temperature of the cooling medium in contact with the part surface. Modern convection cooling systems use water-jacketed, black internal walls to address the radiative cooling requirement and an external water heat exchanger that, combined with a blower, recirculate cooled gas back to the quenched steel parts in a predesigned pattern, Figure 1. Following Newton’s law, the most critical portion of metal quenching depends on the temperature of the gas leaving the water heat exchanger and the gas velocity that affects the heat transfer coefficient. Two ways available for accelerating convective cooling are the use of a much colder cooling medium and enhancing the heat transfer coefficient which always scales with the impingement velocity of cooling medium. The use of a cryogenic cooling medium, such as liquid nitrogen (LIN) and its cryogenic vapor, is one option, but its circulation inside the unit would also chill the cooling water, resulting in poor refrigeration efficiencies. Additionally, industrially supplied LIN comes in high-pressure cylinders or can be easily pressurized without the use of a pumping system, which means that discharging it from nozzles directly at quenched parts may result in a heat transfer coefficient higher than that characterizing the conventional blower-powered convective cooling units. Injecting LIN directly above the furnace belt that carries PM parts and pre-atomizing it in nozzles into a spray may increase anticipated cooling efficiency by involving an in situ evaporation, with the enthalpy of LIN boiling, \(\Delta H\), thus, contributing to the heat-and-mass balance. To exemplify the effect, if LIN evaporates and its vapor is subsequently
heated to 550°C (1020°F) inside the convective cooling unit, LIN enthalpy of boiling will contribute nearly 20% to the overall refrigeration effect. Although the outlined concept of direct impingement cooling is attractive from the heat transfer standpoint, a number of questions must be answered before applying it in sinter-hardening operations. Thus, it is not clear if the martensitic transformation of lean-alloyed PM parts will be uniform in their entire cross section, and if the one-sided impingement proposed would result in thermal distortion. To be cost-effective, an inventive cryo-spraying system should also utilize as few nozzles as possible, i.e., the number of impingement spots per each PM part will have to be limited, which leads to a reduced contact area, $A_{ij}$, between the jet or spray and the part surface, and may further contribute to distortion and/or insufficient transformation as discussed elsewhere $^{12-14}$. Finally, given the high temperature of the parts quenched, the Leidenfrost$^{15}$ and liquid jet burn-back effects may result in an unexpectedly reduced heat transfer coefficient, $h$, within an already reduced contact area between the jet and the part.

With these questions in mind, the following 2-step development program was set forth for exploring the feasibility of martensitic quenching of lean-alloy PM steels using direct impingement cooling methods:

1. Laboratory-scale examination of impingement quenching applied to already sintered PM parts combined with comparative evaluation of structures and properties produced by competing cooling methods.
2. Verification of direct impingement cooling methods in a fully loaded, industrial-scale sinter-hardening furnace.

Figure 1. Water-jacketed Varicool convection cooling system installed on a large-sized sinter-hardening furnace (courtesy of Abbott Furnace Co.).

I. Laboratory-scale exploration

1.1 Experimental procedures

A batch of flat sprocket gears, 280 grams and 3.9 inch dia. (0.1 m) each, was pressed to the density of 7.0 g/cm$^3$ using a manganese-molybdenum alloyed powder (ANCORBOND FLM-4000) supplied by Hoeganaes Corp. Thus, 0.75 wt % graphite and 0.5 wt % Acrawax lubricant were added to the base composition comprising nominally 1.25 wt % Mn, 0.5 wt % Mo, and 0.1 wt % O. Green parts were sinter-hardened conventionally, under a N$_2$:10 vol % H$_2$ atmosphere, in a production furnace using a belt speed of 6 in/min (2.5 mm/s) according to the thermal profile presented in Figure 2.
Figure 2. Typical temperature profile applied in sinter-hardening operations.

Composition and microstructure of sinter-hardened gears, shown in Figure 3, have been found to be sufficient for carrying out the quenching portion of this program. There was a 10% variation of metallic components between the gears analyzed, perhaps resulting from an accidental contamination of the present powder batch with another, and 5% variation of carbon between the four gears analyzed. This and a somewhat limited degree of sintering and diffusion of elements were corrected later, during our industrial demonstrations that involved, also, an increase in sintering temperature.

Figure 3. Elemental distribution (SEM/EDS) and averaged bulk composition of sinter-hardened gears.

The sinter-hardened gears were subsequently austenitized in a box furnace at 860°C (1580°F) under the atmosphere of N₂-0.1 vol % CH₄ for 0.5 hrs, then, quenched for martensitic transformation using the following four methods listed in Table 1. Such mild austenitizing conditions were selected to preserve the original sinter-hardened and tempered microstructure along with its characteristic hardening response. In the last step, one set of gears was examined in the resultant "as-quenched" condition, and the other set was additionally tempered at 200°C under the atmosphere of pure N₂ and cooled with furnace before the final examination.
Listed in Table 1, the martensitic quenching methods explored included an oil bath as a popular heat-treating benchmark; LIN bath (liquid nitrogen at 1 atm. pressure) for transforming retained austenite below the $M_f$ temperature if any was formed; quenching under multiple streams of room-temperature gas to simulate typical operations of the conventional convection cooling units comprising a water heat exchanger, such as Abbott’s Varicool; and quenching using a single jet of expanding liquid $N_2$ spray in order to evaluate the viability of a cryo-jet quenching method. The supply of cooling medium to the surface of the quenched gear is, theoretically, unlimited in the first two methods, but the vapor envelope formed during liquid boiling significantly reduces effective heat fluxes and cooling rates. The effect is especially prolonged and significant in the case of the LIN bath, which continuously boils until the quenched gear reaches $–195°C$. The supply of cooling medium to the metal surface in the last two methods was limited by flow control valves to 1 kg/min in order to provide a fair comparison and ensure viable economics in the large-scale, commercial applications.

**Table 1: Gear Quenching Methods Explored**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Cooling medium temperature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Oil Bath – quenching by rapid immersion in an oil tank</td>
<td>+50°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>LIN Bath – quenching by rapid immersion in a liquid $N_2$ tank</td>
<td>$–195°C$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Multi-jet – quenching under 3 streams of low-pressure $N_2$ gas</td>
<td>+20°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>LIN-jet – quenching under a single jet of liquid $N_2$ spray</td>
<td>$+195°C$ at the nozzle exit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All gears tested had embedded thermocouples (TC) installed. Figure 4 shows the schematic of jet quenching procedure. Gears were removed from the box furnace at austenitic temperature and placed on a belt moving at 6 in/min (2.5 mm/s) in ambient air to be driven under stationary quenching nozzles located 3.5 inches (0.09 m) above the belt surface. In the case of method 3, three jets of room-temperature nitrogen gas were impinged on the gear surface in a symmetric pattern shown below. However, in the case of method 4, only one jet was used, and its traversing path over the gear was selected to be asymmetric. This test strategy considered the fact that method 3 simulates the operation of a blower-driven convective cooling unit, where the quenching gas can be recycled multiple times, so that large numbers of nozzles and volumes of gas may be impinged on a metal surface economically. In contrast, the cryogenic temperature of $N_2$ can’t be economically restored during recycling; therefore, the LIN consumption during jetting has to be limited. An additional argument for using only one jet during direct LIN impingement was the desire to retain the 2-phase (liquid/gas) jet composition. If the jetted mass-flow rate of 1 kg/min were to be divided into many miniature spray jets, sprayed droplets would be expected to evaporate on the way from the nozzles to the metal surface inside the real sinter-hardening furnaces.

In all tests, the top side of the gears was the top side during the pressing green parts. This top side was face-up during the sinter-hardening operation and, later, during the jet quenching. Tracing the original top/bottom side orientation of the gears throughout the test program was important for assessing possible processing errors such as a density gradient in the green parts and/or decarburizing in the sintering atmosphere. Further chemical and structural gear analyses have shown that decarburization was completely absent; hence, the differences between the top and bottom sides could be related only to the pressing and/or jet quenching operations.

![Figure 4. Single- and multiple-jet quenching patterns applied to austenitized gears.](image-url)
Apparent hardness (Rockwell C-scale) of each gear was measured in 4 locations (0, 90, 180 and 270 degrees apart) on both sides and on four corresponding teeth. Hardness averages and standard deviation were computed for each cooling method. Metallographic samples of the teeth adjacent to the embedded thermocouples were cut to show the top and bottom side of the gear. Flatness and dimensional integrity of the quenched and tempered gears were examined using a Starrett optical comparator and a Mitutoyo granite surface plate indicator.

1.2. Lab test results

Figure 5 represents the raw cooling data during quenching. As expected, the oil bath quench appears to be the most effective, which is welcome news for all lean PM alloys characterized by limited hardenability. In contrast, the LIN bath cooling is slow, confirming the anticipated effect of a vapor envelope and bubbling around the quenched gear, although the quench ends at cryogenic temperatures, below the scale of Figure 5. The slopes of the cooling curves are fairly steep for both jet quenching methods 3 and 4, but the quenching terminates abruptly, soon after the belt driven gears move away from the nozzles. Further quenching would take place though, if these nozzles operated inside the conventional, convective cooling unit. A control box is drawn on Figure 5 and Figure 6 for the 550°C—250°C temperature range which has been debated in literature as one of the possibly important ranges during the continuous cooling for minimizing ferritic/pearlitic and bainitic transformations and producing purely martensitic structures. As seen in Figures 5 and 6, the average cooling rate of the LIN-jet is of about the same order as the cooling rate of the oil quench within this specific temperature range. The supreme cooling rates of oil are realized mostly at the higher temperatures, where the austenitic phase of the quenched PM alloy is still stable. Consequently, benefits of fast quenching, starting at the temperatures as high as 950°C or 850°C could be sought mainly in a potentially improved retention of alloying additions in the metal matrix, reduced precipitation of alloy carbides and, subsequently, an enhanced hardening response of the metal, which is so important in lean-alloyed systems. Figure 7 shows that the LIN-jet and the oil bath quench cooling rates are also about the same within the broader 600°C—200°C range, while the cooling methods 2 and 3 offer significantly lower CR values. However, the impact of cooling rates on as-quenched and tempered metal hardness (HRC) is somewhat muted, Figure 8. For an arbitrary benchmark level of 36 HRC, only the LIN-bath quenched gear falls below, and only in its tempered condition. Clearly, fast cooling rates are the key in sinter-hardening of the 1.25Mn–0.5Mo–0.75Gr alloy tested, while sub-zero treatments for the conversion of retained austenite are not critical.
The higher apparent hardness of the bottom side of the most gears tested was investigated further. The standard deviation between HRC values calculated separately for the bottom and the top gear sides were about the same: 2–3 HRC points. This and a fairly uniform extent of martensitic transformation on both sides of the gears, as observed on etched metallographic samples, indicated porosity problems. Examination of the gear cross sections in as-polished condition confirmed an uneven porosity distribution between the top and the bottom sides. Additionally, a 3D optical microprofiling was carried out on the flat, external surface areas of the sinter-hardened gears, away from the teeth area, which confirmed the density difference, Figure 9. Not surprising in view of the references discussing Mn-rich PM alloys, these results indicate the importance of optimizing the lubrication and pressing procedures.

Figure 6. Cooling rates (K/s) as a function of actual gear temperature.

Figure 7. Average gear cooling rates for three arbitrarily selected temperature ranges.
Figure 8. Average values of apparent hardness (Rockwell C-scale) of as-quenched and tempered gears.

Figure 9. Microstructural evaluation of the quenched gears: (a-d) cross section of the gear tooth after sintering, experimental quenching, and tempering, where top/bottom side indicates the top/bottom side in the mold during green part pressing; (a and d) gear quenched using the LIN jet, method 4, (b and c) gear quenched in the oil, method 1. (a-b) As-polished, 50 x orig. magnif. and (c-d) etched in nital, 500 x orig. magnif. (e and f) Optical microprofiles (3D) of the top and the bottom surfaces showing the distribution of open porosity on the external gear surface.

Dimensional stability of the quenched and tempered gears is best with method 3, and worst for the oil and the LIN bath methods. Method 4 falls into the middle. Although all measured dimensional changes are technologically acceptable, a trend can be observed suggesting that severe thermal shock and vapor envelope characterizing bath quenching methods result in larger deformations than jet-cooling methods, even if just one cryogenic jet is asymmetrically impinged on the gear surface. The present finding is further supported by the industrial experience indicating that all forms of gas convective cooling, high-pressure and atmospheric pressure alike, reduce thermal distortions normally observed during liquid bath quenching.
There are several conclusions drawn from this part of the present study. A complete martensitic transformation of individual gears made of the lean, 1.25%Mn–0.5%Mo–0.75%Gr alloy is feasible using room-temperature as well as cryogenic gas jets and spray cooling methods adoptable inside sinter-hardening furnaces. The cooling rates and the transformation performance of the LIN-jet quenching method matches that of the oil bath quenching within the temperature range important for the austenite-to-martensite transformation. Dimensional stability of the gears quenched is affected by immersion (bath) cooling, and much less by impingement jetting. It’s an apparent result of a significantly higher thermal conductivity of the sintered bulk than the surface heat transfer coefficient under the jet, and indicates that a thin boundary film forming on the metal surface during the LIN impingement is predominantly gaseous and uniform. These findings suggest that a liquefied or gaseous jet-quenching method can be successfully applied to individual steel parts processed in automated manufacturing cells. However, it is still not clear how effective the method can be in quenching of a full load in industrial sinter-hardening furnaces. The following section of the present study focuses on this aspect of quenching.

2. Industrial-scale demonstration
2.1. Test methodology
Industrial-scale cryogenic jet cooling tests were carried out using a large sinter-hardening furnace built by Abbott Furnace Co. and equipped with a Varicool, blower-driven convective cooling unit. Manifolds with LIN spray-jetting nozzles were installed inside the Varicool on the entry side, not far from the end of the sintering zone. Two proprietary designs of LIN sprayers with nozzle diameters optimized in a similar manner, as in reference 22, were tested individually and side by side: L- and S-types. A Ni- and Cu-free alloy 1.25%Mn–0.5%Mo–0.75%Gr (Powder A), tested in the previous part of this study, and a blend substituting Cu for Mn, 0.5%Mo–1.0Cu–0.85%Gr (Powder B) were used for pressing and sinter-hardening the gears configured as previously shown. In earlier industrial sinter-hardening trials, the Mn-containing alloy was found to transform to a martensitic-bainitic structure, whereas the Cu-containing alloy was fully bainitic and did not contain martensite. The gears were loaded on a 36 inch wide (0.91 m) belt of the furnace to the production capacity of about 500 lbs/hr (227 kg/hr). With the stainless steel mesh belt and the ceramic support plates for the sintered gears moving at 6 in/min (2.5 mm/s), the total mass of hot material entering the convective cooling unit was estimated to reach 1000 lbs/hr (454 kg/hr). Preliminary evaluations of the heat-and-mass balances inside the cooling unit equipped with LIN jetting system, performed using Fluent CFD, Figure 11, have shown that sufficiently rapid quenching could be obtained when the LIN spray is directed toward the gears and the mesh belt, and carried out concurrently with the normal operation of the Varicool unit recirculating N2–10 vol% H2 atmosphere across the water-cooled heat exchanger. The sintering temperatures were increased to 1170°C (+/−5°C), higher than for the material tested in the lab. Improvements in uniformity and hardenability of the Mn-containing lean alloy steels, resulting from high sintering temperatures, were reported elsewhere 23-28.
Figure 11. Temperature fields inside the convection cooling unit (Varicool of Abbott Furnace Co.) equipped with a LIN-jetting sprayer at the entry end, a Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) prediction for one set of quenching conditions.

Each sprayer type was tested using a baseline LIN flow rate and, also, both sprayers were run simultaneously, each at half of the baseline flow. The latter resulted in a reduced intensity of the jet impingement and a doubled contact time between the jets and the surface of gears. Another condition tested involved the baseline flow rate reduced by 25%. Several tests were run using the above conditions. Initially, the apparent hardness of the top and the bottom surfaces of the gears quenched was reported separately, as in the previous part of this study. Later, after observing that all resultant hardness values were around the 40 HRC point and, in a few cases in the mid-forties, it was decided to simply report one average value for the gears run under specific sets of conditions; the decision was based on the industrial product norm for this type of gear that required the as-quenched hardness to reach only the 36–38 HRC threshold level. Figure 12 illustrates the LIN jet impingement in the baseline condition produced by both sprayers: the furnace was empty; therefore, no gears were oxidized during taking these pictures. (In the real operation, LIN jets are turned off as soon as the furnace belt is unloaded.) As planned, the jets expanding inside the furnace were reaching the belt surface without excessive evaporation. The top sides of the gears loaded later were face-up and quenched by the impingement the same way as in the lab tests. The temperature measurement technique used in the industrial tests was different though. The temperature acquired inside the convective cooling unit was the “atmosphere temperature” just above the belt, and not the actual “gear temperature”, because the thermocouple tip was not embedded in the gear but, rather, covered by a hollow metallic dome (shoe). Consequently, there’s no direct match between the cooling rates measured during the lab and the industrial demonstration tests.

Figure 12. In-furnace operation of the direct LIN-jet impingement sprayers, view inside the convection cooling unit, the L- (left) and S-type (right) sprayers are positioned above the 36”-wide (0.91 m) belt.
2.2. Industrial test results

Due to the difference in the temperature measurement technique, the cooling rates recorded during the industrial tests and reported below for the 565°C–204°C range (1050°F–400°F) were lower than those found in the lab testing. Nevertheless, the as-quenched hardness was comparably high, suggesting a complete or a nearly complete martensitic transformation and the actual cooling rates of the metal under the LIN jets approached the value of approximately 7–8 K/s (13–14 °F/s). Table II shows, that after optimizing powder blending and pressing procedures, the ratio between the top/bottom surface hardness became more unified, with the tops typically harder. A somewhat slower cooling of the ceramic plate supports on which the gears were placed during the sinter-hardening might have contributed to this effect. In spite of these somewhat different apparent hardness levels between the top and the bottom sides, subsequent dimensional measurements proved that all quenched gears were well within the specification.

Table 2: Belt Cooling Rate and Apparent Gear Hardness (HRC) for Different Spraying Arrangements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Top/Bottom Side HRC Distribution for 2 Powder Grades</th>
<th>Test a</th>
<th>Test b</th>
<th>Test c</th>
<th>Test e</th>
<th>Test e</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Belt Cooling Rate (K/s)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top/Bottom</td>
<td>Top</td>
<td>Top</td>
<td>Top</td>
<td>Top</td>
<td>Top</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bottom</td>
<td>Bottom</td>
<td>Bottom</td>
<td>Bottom</td>
<td>Bottom</td>
<td>Bottom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-sprayer, Base Flow rate</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-sprayer, 75% of Base Flow rate</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-sprayer, Base Flow rate</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repeated Test c</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-and L-sprayers Combined to Base Flow rate</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comparing tests a to b shows that although the cooling rate calculated from the gas temperatures is lower for the lower LIN flow rate, the hardness of the impinge-quenched gears is about the same. Hence, the LIN mass flow rate could be further optimized in the future. The as-quenched HRC data scatter observed during testing can be attributed to a combination of factors, such as the metal temperature gradient during cooling, uniformity of powder blending and porosity distribution, as well as variability in the cooling rates across the width of the belt. The sprayer configurations, S, L, and S+L are comparably effective within this range of experimental error. Halving the dynamic impingement pressure while doubling the gear residence time under the LIN jets appears, then, to be another acceptable option for both alloys tested. What is worth stressing is a starkly different transformation response for the as-quenched HRC data scatter observed during testing can be attributed to a combination of factors, such as the metal temperature gradient during cooling, uniformity of powder blending and porosity distribution, as well as variability in the cooling rates across the width of the belt. The sprayer configurations, S, L, and S+L are comparably effective within this range of experimental error. Halving the dynamic impingement pressure while doubling the gear residence time under the LIN jets appears, then, to be another acceptable option for both alloys tested. What is worth stressing is a starkly different transformation response for the as-quenched hardness of these gears was about the same for both quenching conditions and alloys tested. This result shows that assuring fast cooling rates in the range below 150°C aren’t necessary, and further LIN mass-flow rate optimization strategies are possible in order to produce additional process savings. Alternatively, the depressed exit temperature of the gears cooled with the baseline flow rate can be used to significantly shorten the length of the slow cooling zones, i.e. reduce the footprint of the entire furnace. Furnace length creates serious issues in quite a few PM plants running sinter-hardening and even the most basic, sintering operations.
Figure 13. Profiles of the temperature of gas atmosphere just above mesh belt during sinter-hardening as a function of cooling time.

Figure 14. Optical microscopy of sinter-hardened gears made of Powder A (left) and Powder B (right), Test c, Table 2. Etched using 2% nital/4% picral.

Figure 14 presents typical microstructures of the gears quenched using the test c condition (Table 2). The gears have a good degree of sinter, and their microstructures are predominately martensitic. To summarize, recorded cooling rates, as-quenched hardness, and steel microstructures show that the direct cryogenic impingement, applied inside a concurrently operating, conventional blower-driven convection cooling unit, can produce good quality lean-alloy parts, even with a production-scale loading of a sinter-hardening furnace.
Concluding remarks

A direct cryogenic jet-quenching method was evaluated in both laboratory and industrial production environments as a means for accelerated cooling and martensitic transformation of less-hardenable, lean-alloyed PM steels. The extent of the transformation was found to be excellent by the industrial norms and comparable to that of oil bath quenching, but without the thermal distortions associated with the latter. PM parts, e.g., gears, configured as flat disks appear to be most suitable for the present jet quenching. Industrial implementation of this new sinter-hardening method requires retrofitting or replacing existing convection cooling units and will be followed. Shorter belt furnace cooling zones can also be used with this method, and smaller, conventional sintering furnaces can be adopted for sinter-hardening operations.
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